ART HISTORY ARCHITECTURE

- Feel the pulse of contemporary Greek society by exploring modern art in the urban landscape of Athens
- Stroll to the Acropolis museum where your professor awaits to conduct class
- Attend class inside the Parthenon and marvel at the most important symbol of Greek cultural heritage
- Visit the medieval ruins of Mistras, once the center of Byzantine power and explore its distinct architecture

COURSES

A361 The Topography and Monuments of Athens
A362 Ancient Greek Sculpture
A364 Byzantine Art and Architecture
A366 Ancient Greek Architecture from the Archaic to the Roman Times as Reflected in the Monuments of Athens

RELATED COURSES

A/E373 Modern Athens: Space, Art and Urban Cultures
A331 Aegean & Ancient Greek Art & Archaeology
U371 Contemporary Urbanism: 10 Narratives of Design and Change in Athens
U372 Urban Design Studio
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